
METZELER 
RACETEC K3
Having had a massive 
hit on track with the 
Racetec, the K3 
version is an attempt 
by Metzeler to tap into 
some of that track 
performance on the 
road. This tyre is the 
OE fi tment on the big 
Beemer, and has been 
designed with road use 
in mind. Using Multi 
Zone Tension 
technology, the three 
variable tension zones 
deliver tailored 
performance and 
managing the trade 
o�  between cornering 
and long lasting 
abilities. The zero 
degree belt  provides 
good braking stability, 
while the profi le allows 
precise and quick 
turn-in. Lower tension 
winding in the crown 
area gives the tyre 
more fl exibility and a 
bigger contact patch. 
The tread pattern has 
been designed to 
enable stability and 
linearity in the tyres 
movement under load, 
translating into the 
bike being able to hold 
a line better. 
Compound-wise, 
Metzeler has worked 
to enable the K3 to 
warm up quickly and 
consistently, to 
provide performance 
from the fi rst lap. 

Available sizes
120/70ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.06kg

Rear: 6.22kg (190-section)

Time
Tuesday 10.40/11.30am

Temperatures
Ambient: 17

Track: 19

Pressures
Front: 31psi
Rear: 28psi

Hot Rear: 35psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 57/55
Rear (right/left): 90/70

Stiffness
Front: 51 Shore A
Rear: 51 Shore A 

We should have tested the 
M5 Interact, but it was 
Metzeler’s choice to send 
the K3 Racetec. The OE 
choice for BMW on the 
S 1000 RR, it wasn’t a 

surprise the K3 performed so well. It’s also a 
notch up from the other road-based rubber in 

most aspects and the fi rst tyre to bring 
ground clearance issues through the extra 
grip it brings to the table.

It took a good lap before any 
confi dence came, and even the wind 
shook the Racetecs when box-fresh. But 

the K3s soon become part of the Tarmac with 
oodles of outright grip. You just have to fi gure 

out how to extract the grip in the right areas.  
You can really lean on the front, on and off the 

throttle. It’s obvious the BMW has had some fi ne 
set-up during development with these hoops fi tted. 
Everything feels natural.

Side grip is epic, you could bet a bollock on it. 
The soft carcass construction becomes a little issue, 
particularly from the rear, as excessive carcass 
movement ignites some instability. The K3s back 
up the grip with feedback, and oodles of warning 
through squirm. 

The rear drives well, though, especially when 
the bike is off the side of the tyre. Progressive slides 
from the softness become the norm, and then the 
rubber sinks into the surface and grips again. 

There’s not a lot between the full-blown race 
tyres and the K3’s steering ability. Yes, it’s a little 
slower to turn-in, but we know fi rst-hand it works 
on the road despite its sharp profi le, and you can 
put the bike anywhere required on track. It’s only 
while thrashing at ten tenths that you’ll notice any 
differences between the K3 and K2. 

Longevity wise, after three laps the rear’s grip 
dropped off enough to knowingly reduce lap times, 
but the levels did plateau. 
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  Side grip is epic, you 
could bet a bollock on the 

Racetec K3s ”

Dunlop’s Jamie Davies was 
watched 24/7 for any non-
Dunlop nobbling...

No matter where Al looked, 
he still couldn’t fi nd a lap 
time in there...
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Available sizes
120/70ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.06kg

Rear: 6.02kg (180-section)

Time
Tuesday 10.40/11.30am

Temperatures
Ambient: 17

Track: 19

Pressures
Front: 31psi
Rear: 28psi

Hot Rear: 34psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 52/48
Rear (right/left): 82/61

Stiffness
Front: 51 Shore A
Rear: 52 Shore A Metzeler
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metzeler racetec k3 mins mph seconds force (g) seconds seconds degrees degrees mph seconds

bmw s 1000 rr 1:21.766 155.49 4.125 0.73 14.813 14.405 42.7 42.6 43.53 8.765
kawasaki zx-6r 1:24.902 133.57 4.250 0.77 14.968 13.982 44.1 41.4 40.77 8.502

tyre/bike

test

warm up 6 took a while to obtain normal 
throttle. wind upset them when fresh. 

turn in 8 nice blend of speed and balance. 
progressive after the initial lean. 

side grip 8 stick it in and revel in the grip. first 
tyre to highlight ground clearance.

acceleration grip 8 only lost out to the sportsmart on lap 
time due to lesser driveability. 

braking stability 8 best road tyre on the brakes. trail 
braking god in comparison. digs in well.

consistency 7 rear grip eluded us after several laps 
but stayed consistent throughout.

heat cycle 9 don’t like cold but grip levels stayed 
constant and times were just as quick.

overall 8 it’s difficult not to compare the k3 with 
the k2, which hinders the outlook.
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bmw s 1000 rr
alastair ‘a-force’ fagan

8 you go out an find more and more grip. no 
slides, no moments, just how it should be.

8 easy, light and positive. easy to turn-in too 
early thanks to profile, but adjusts easily.

9 loads of lean thanks to lots of confidence 
on its ear. likes long corners more.

9 very impressive, great drive everywhere. 
even on big lean it soaks up the throttle.

8 going faster into turns, but pulling up 
without a big song and dance. 

8 very little drop off in grip levels, the tiniest 
of squeaks detected at the end of a session.

9 second session just repeated the first, you 
can explore new areas of the track, too.

9 great tyre, capable of almost anything.  but 
the bike wherever you want to on track.
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kawasaki zx-6r
simon ‘rootsy’ roots

M 
y natural instinct is to smell a 
bit of a rat here, because in 
my own head I was expecting 
to roll out a set of Interact 
M5s. Metzeler argue that as 
the K3 is the OE rubber 

on the BMW S 1000 RR, along with the 
SportAttack 2, it goes in this pile. I’m still 
not convinced, and the M5 is a decent 
enough tyre. Pirelli’s Rosso Corsa was 
hardly disgraced here, so there’s little to 
hide, so why rouse our suspicions?

But there’s no denying that they 
perform with aplomb. Grips builds from the 
fi rst corner, feeling natural as you go from turn 
to turn. Once you’re happy, and that only takes a 
lap or so, you can really pull the pin. 

The most obvious trait of the K3s is the speed at 
which they turn. It’s not fl ighty, just positive right 
down to the shoulder, and when it’s settled there 

the K3 generates lots of feedback thanks to the soft 
sidewall soaking up everything that’s going on 
beneath it. Direction changes are impressively easy, 
bar a big tank slap in the middle of the complex 
hard on the gas. There’s lots of lean once you get 

the bike turning, and despite the sharp profi le, 
it settles into a corner well and is consistent 

through to the point you start picking the 
bike up. Braking exposed no issues here.

Out back, there’s lots of grip to exploit 
enabling you to power hard out of all the 
turns. I saw speeds being upped onto the 

back straight as my confi dence in the rear 
sticking grew. Performance here didn’t drop 

off either, and the second session felt every bit 
as good as the fi rst. 

The K3s made riding hard feel easy, and with no 
issues front or rear it’s no surprise it scored well, 
and though it wasn’t the fastest of its ilk there really 
wasn’t much in it. It’s certainly better than I was.

  There’s lots of grip to exploit, enabling 
you to power hard out of all the turns  ”

The hardest part of the entire 
test was the obstacle course

� PRICE
£110 FRONT, £139/£149 REAR

� CONTACT
WWW.METZELERMOTO.CO.UK
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